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SAM Aircraft at Sun 'N Fun 

        

Paradise city booth #8 

 

Demo flights available April 6 & 7  

10% Discount during the show. Ask for a demo !  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAM LS made the cover of General Aviation News 
Flight review from Bill Cox, Plane & Pilot 

Frozen Lake William Fly-in 

3D edrawing SAM LS 
 

 

Flying The SAM LS by Ben Sclair 
 

The visibility in all directions from the front 

seat was marvelous. 

 

The SAM LS tracked straight. When 

entering a turn, it feels solid and 

intentional. No sloppiness in the controls. 

 

If Sam, the son, grows up to be as well 

behaved and sweet as the SAM LS, 

Thierry should enjoy success as both a 

parent and plane maker. 

http://us5.campaign-archive2.com/?u=159afc04224a99b2d5601c377&id=f48f246fda&e=4b66dca84b
mailto:sales@sam-aircraft.com
http://www.sam-aircraft.com/media/53249690ef23e.pdf


 

  

You can read the entire article here: 

http://www.sam-

aircraft.com/media/53249690ef23e.pdf  
 

 

 

 

 

February  2014 

A Retro Comeback LSA by Bill 

Cox 

"I tried stalls, power on and off with no 

flaps and full flaps, and my maneuvers 

tended to corroborate the test pilot's 

conclusions. No matter what I did, I 

couldn't get the SAM mad at me..." 

 

You can read the entire article here: 

http://www.sam-

aircraft.com/media/530799b9e2f00.pdf 
 

 

 

 

                                                                 SAM LS on the frozen lake William, 

Canada  

SAM LS participated at Lake William fly in February 2014. 

 

Each year, hundreds of aircrafts on ski and wheels land on the 

frozen Lake William for a unique icy rendez-vous. 

 

http://www.sam-aircraft.com/media/53249690ef23e.pdf
http://www.sam-aircraft.com/media/53249690ef23e.pdf
http://www.sam-aircraft.com/media/530799b9e2f00.pdf
http://www.sam-aircraft.com/media/530799b9e2f00.pdf
http://www.planeandpilotmag.com/aircraft/pilot-reports/sam-aircraft/a-retro-comeback-lsa.html


 

More photos of this event on: 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sam-Aircraft/300315806685253 

 

 

 

 

Sam Aircraft provides builders with virtual perfect example 

Our 3D models are a friendly visualization of the blueprints, with infinitely more 

perspectives and including every details, it's like having the actual part to look at. 

View the video on Youtube by clicking here 

View the Press release by clicking here  
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